Original formulation
The original problem is given as follows:
a ∈ {0, 1} nu ,
I max,upg,jl = I max,jl + i∈U jl
v min,j ≤ |ṽ
|Y upg,jl ||ṽ
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , K}
where a ∈ {0, 1} nu , Y upg ∈ C N ×N ,ṽ k ∈ C N ,s k ∈ C N are variables and the rest is data. The index k refers to the different scenarios that have to be accounted for. The vector a contains the upgrade decisions, Y upg is the upgraded Laplacian matrix of the power grid,s k ,ṽ k are the new vectors of powers and voltages, respectively.
Reformulation
In the following, the index k will be dropped and only one scenario will be considered. This is done because it simplifies notation and the reformulation procedure is the same for each individual scenario. The reformulated problem will be given as
where the following sections outline variable correspondences and how the constraints are brought into the standard form above. Note that not all constraints (2d) have all terms present. For example, some constraints have α i = −∞ or β i = ∞, meaning they are only one-sided constraints. This changes nothing about the convexity properties of the problem (the voltage constraints alone make it non-convex).
Variables
The variables of the reformulated problem are as follows:
-Variables v r ∈ R N , v q ∈ R N representing the real and imaginary parts ofṽ, -Variables l r ∈ R 2L , l q ∈ R 2L representing real and reactive powers flowing into buses from lines. There are a total of four variables per line: Real and reactive powers flowing into the line from the two buses the latter connects. The distinction between the two power flow directions is required since there are power losses along the line, so power flowing into the line from one bus does not usually equal the power flowing out on the other side.
-Variables a ∈ {0, 1} nu are the same as in the original formulation.
We 
Voltage constraints
can be rewritten in the new variables as
and hence as v
where Q j has entries 1 in positions (j, j) and (N + j, N + j) and zeros everywhere else. Equation (5) is now in the form of (2d).
Current constraints
A current constraint as follows:
requires a bit more work to reformulate. We first move everything related to upgrades to the right-hand side and square both sides:
We then rewrite the left-hand side as a function of x:
where now Q jl is has:
-zeros everywhere else.
The right-hand side depends on the upgrade choices. More specifically, we can write
as well as
Since only one upgrade choice can be made for each line, the fraction can be rewritten as an equation that is linear in a:
Overall, we can now write the line current constraints as
where m jl and u jl are defined as
and
Equation (12) now has the same structure as (2d).
Line power constraints
The concept used to implement the line constraints is similar to the one in [1] : We implement Big-M type constraints that enforce one out of several equalities depending on which upgrade is selected. We start from the power flow equations:
To avoid having higher-order products, this can be rewritten into a case distinction between different cases of the upgrade vector (case 1 beingâ 1 , case 2 beingâ 2 and so on):s
While this would work in theory, there would be a number of constraints exponential in the number of upgrade options. Since not all upgrades affect all lines, many of these constraints could be omitted. However, the number of constraints required per bus j would still be exponential in the number of upgrade options affecting any of the lines connected to bus j. In order to further reduce the number of constraints required, we can introduce the case distinction per line (j, l) (direction matters due to line losses) instead of per bus j:
wheres jl is to be read as "power flowing into bus j, out of the line (j, l)" and n u (jl) is the number of upgrades affecting the line (j, l). The difference to the previous case is that we only have to consider the upgrade options for that particular line. Additionally, we know only one upgrade option can be chosen, so we only need a number of constraints linear in the number of upgrade options per line. The downside is that variabless jl have to be introduced as well as additional constraints building the power balance for each bus:
wheres jl is not added as an additional variable but written with the help of the l r and l q in y (see Section 3.1 for an overview of the variables):
In the above, the index jl is used to refer to the entries in l r and l q that are assigned to the real and reactive parts of the power flowing into bus j from the line between buses j and l. As for the actual implementation, for a line (j, l) and upgrade option k affecting it, we would have the constraints
where M is large enough that if a k = 0, the two constraints can never be active. In addition to the above, a "no upgrade case" has to be added as well: The case for which no upgrade was performed to this line. This is implemented by the constraints
where the summation over k only includes the k that affect the given line. Writing the real and reactive parts as functions of v r , v q leads to: 
